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OOШПШTATIONIS MAИIMATICAI UNIVIISITATIS CAROЫNAI 
19,4 (1978) 
A NOTI ON COFINAL IXTINSIONS AND SШMШTS 
J . MLČЖ, Praha 
Abstract: We work with an extension U^of tfee theory 
U, where U is the theory of the directed antisymmetric re­
lation with an arbitrary large transitive element. 
We present a necessary and sufficient condition for m 
eofinal A -extension of a model of U*H© be its elementary 
extension. We also show that the segment determined by an 
elementary submodel of a model of U is elementarily equiva­
lent with them. Finally, we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of an elementary eofinal exten­
sion of a model of U . We also present an extension T of U 
wi th the following property^ each mo el of U, which is a eo­
final A -extension of a model of T is its elementary exten­
sion. 
Key words; Cofinal extension, elementary extension, 
segment, schema H (induction schema). 
AMS: 02H05, 02H15 
§ 0. Introduction. In [33 we studied the theories U 
and S. S is the theory of a discrete linear ordering with 
the least element and without the last element. We obtained 
relations between the extension U^CS^resp.) and the theo­
ry U (S resp.) extended by the induction schema, and a ne­
cessary and sufficient condition for the existence of some 
types of end-extensions of countable models of the theory 
U (S resp.). 
This note extends the results from 133 by the ones men 
tioned in the abstract. Variants of these results also hold 
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for the theory S. 
Note that the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory ZF can be vie-
wed as an extension of the theory U**f and the Peano arith-
metic P as an extension of the theory S^ . The results fol-
lowing for these theories from the theorems presented can 
be strengthened by using some further special properties of 
these theories. (See for ex. Cl]#) We mention some results 
for these theories in § 4. 
§ 1. Notations and terminology. By a language we mean 
a first-order predicate language with =. Strings of variab-
les are denoted by xf yf... . Writing IiA we mean that I is 
a string of elements of the set A. i, j, k, m, n are variab-
les for natural numbers and cd is the set of natural numbers* 
If T,PS Fm(L) we put VT » <i& e FmCDf there is a f € 
feP such that T h f s y f . Usually we identify V with 
_ log.ax. 
r • 
For T,SSFm(L) we write T< S to indicate that T t-f> im-
plies S h y . Writing TsS we mean T<S and S<f. 
For a mapping F:lte(L)—¥ Fm(L) and a set F SFm(L) we 
put F(r ) =iF(9)|f « n . 
Let C be a set. Then L(C) is the language L augmented 
by a new individual constant c for each esC« Let P & Fm(L). 
We put P (C) a iy(£lf...)f Qp(xlf...)#P f c^C,... and 
x-*,... are free in 9 \ • 
% A(-» L we mean that A is a structure (or model) for L. 
We often use the same symbol for a model of a language L and 
for its universum. Let C be a subset of the universe of a mo-
del A of L. Writing CNLwe mean that there is a substructure 
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©f A with the universe C. Writing acA (IgA reap.) we indi-
eate that a is an element of the universe of A (a is a string 
©f elements ©f the universe ©f A reap.). 
Assume that ANL. Let X be a subset of the universe ©f 
A. Then(A,a)Mg is the usual expansion of A t© a structure 
for L(X). We shall identify the members ©f X with their names. 
If there is n© danger ©f confusion we write A instead @f 
CA»a)a§A* 
Let Af B be structures for L and let V -* fm(L). We say 
that A is a F-substructure of B if A is m substructure ®f B 
a«lf A (• f iff B •» f for eaefi sentence e e P ( A ) , Writing 
AcB we mean that A is a substructure of B (and B is an exten-
sion of A) while writing A< B we mean that A is aa elementary 
substructure ©f B (and B is an elementary extension of A). 
Let L be a language containing a binary predicate -< . 
Let x be a string xlf... x^ of variables and x a variable. We 
write (J x<x)<y for (3 x-^-cx).. •( J^-c x) <y . Similarly with 
V . Let AN Lf m€k and acA. Writing "a-ca we mean that the 
relation b ^ a holds for each member b of the string a. 
We denote by A the set of limited (w.r.t»-<) formulas 
of the language L. We put TTQ = S Q = AQ and define by induc-
tion: 
^n+l s «Vi)yf- &* Snff 
2Sn+1 «€(31)9| f«TTn1. 
Let Af B be models of L. We write Ac^B to indicate that 
A is TT„u5EV substructure of B. n n 
Let C be a subset ©f the universe of A. It is said to be 
a segment in A if it is closed under < . It is said to be 
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e o f i n a l i n A i f fo r each a e A t h e r e e x i s t s c € C such t h a t 
a -c A e # 
B i s an end-ex tens ion of A i f B i s a proper ex tens ion 
of A and the un ive r se of a i s a segment in B* B i s a e o f i n a l 
ex tens ion of A i f B i s a proper ex tens ion of A and A i s c o -
f i n a l i n B, 
The s e t P-£ Fm(L) i s closed under l imi t ed q u a n t i f i c a t i o n 
( C l o j D ) i f <q c P impl ies ( 3 x * c y ) y € P and ( ¥ x < y ) < j > € 
6 P . E v i d e n t l y , C l q t p ) impl i e s d q ( P u 1 ( P ) ) . 
Let <f be a formula. Wri t ing g . c . y we mean the g e n e r a l 
c l o s u r e of f » 
§ 2# Some p r o p e r t i e s of t h e theory U« 
2.0.0# Let L be a language with a b inary p r e d i c a t e •< . 
We denote by f r ( x ) the formula (V y-c x)( )f «< y){z< x) (x i s 
t r a n s i t i v e ) . U (more p r e c i s e l y U ( D ) i s the theory in L with 
the axioms; 
( V x , y ) ( 3 i ) ( x - « i | i y < z ) 
( V x ) ( i y ) ( x * y A X r ( y ) ) 
( V x , y ) ( x < y - » i (y-*sx)). 
We have U*- x < y —>- x4-y a«d f fo r each ope Fm(L) t 
U H ( V 2 > 9 * (rx)(Vx«x)<3p 
U h ( J % * ( a i ) ( 3 x < x ) y . 
Let ^ be a formula of Lf l e t x ,y be f ree i n y • We d e -
note by H(«p ( x , y ) ) the g e n e r a l c losure of the formula 
( V u ) ( ( ¥ x « u ) ( 3 y ) < j - » ( 3 v ) ( V x < u ) ( 3 y - c v ) y ) 
where u , v do not occur in m • Wri t ing H(<p) we mean 
H(ep(x ,y ) ) with some x fy f ree i n <g # 
For n e cd and each theory T in L we put 
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Tn = TyH(TTn) and T^a U-tT^n B a>I . 
yn 
2.0.1. Lemma. Let n£0« Then IT +, is closed under li-
mited quantification (i.e. Clq(TTn+1))» 
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0. If g? € 2?^ then 
there is a y e A Q such that If f f » (Jy)f . We have 
uV(Vx^a(Vx<u)(ay)f »(3f)(Vx<i)ay<T)y, 
and consequently (Vx-.u)^p« 2$ ̂  . The relation (J x<u)^»€ 
~*tJ0 . . . 
6 S | immediately follows. Suppose the proposition is true 
for some n. For age, 35 „.,*> we have some |r ̂ TT^.^^ such that 
U n l - ^ B ( 3 y ) y . This follows from the induction hypothe-
sis. Thus, 
Un*V (Vx<u)f s ( Sfx<u)(£ y)f s(3v)( Vx-cu)(3 y«v)f. 
From this and from the induction hypothesis we obtain 
un+i • -jn+1 
(¥x-cu)«p« ^ n + 2 •
 N o w C-3x<u)cpdS* n + 2 immediately follows. 
§ 3. The main results and their corollaries. 
3.0.0. Theorem. Let A, B be models of L. Let B be a co-
final A0-extension of A and Ap*!]** . Then 
A < B iff B^tU^ 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following 
proposition. 
3.0.1. Proposition. Let A, B be models of U and let B 
be a cofinal 4 0~extension of A. Then 
(0) A C-jB-
(1) i f AKU° then A CgB. 
(2) Let B^tJ° # Then for each n £ 0 h o l d s : 
i f AlaU^+l t h e n A c n + 3 B i f f BNU
n , 
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Proof. First, we shall proTe the 
3.0*2. Lemma. Let m>0 and <f(x9Jt%) # 7T n. Then 
u*nf-H(<j»(xfy)). 
Proof by induction on the length of x. Suppose the statement 
holds for x of a length m. Let <y(xfxfyfi) cTT^ be a formulâ  
where x has the length m. Let ufTfw do not occur in 5? 0 Assume 
that Unr* (V x,x<u)(3 y)?j> (x,x,y,i), From this and by using 
the induction hypothesis we obtain U*V (f x*c u)(3 w)( V !<u) 
rjn 
(3y«*tw)f> . Now, ( Vwu)(3y<w)y(x,!ly,5) c IT n . Thus, 
Unh(aT)(Vx<u)(Jf<T)(Vi<u)(ay-!w)y(x,x,y,i) 
hols. From this and by using the axiom (Vx)(3y)(x<y^Tr(y)) 
of the theory U we deduce that 
irnl-(3T)(Vx<u)(VI<u)(3y-<T)^(xfxfyf¥). 
We shal l proTe the proposition. (0) Let r̂ e *£l-Ak) be a 
sentence. Then there i s a formula <p(x) c &Q(k) such that 
A N f * (Sx)<£ (x) f B K f i f ( 3 x)<f (x) . If At-(3 x ) ^ ( x ) then 
Bl* (3 x)<y(x). Assume B H ( 3 x ) y ( x ) . Then there i s an element 
a€A such that Bh»C3 x*ca)q? (x) andf consequently At* (3 x < a ) 
9?(x). Thus A M 3 x ) y ( x ) holds. (1) Let <y (x,y) e AQ(A) be 
a formula with only free Tariables x*fy. Assume A^(V x)(3 y)<y 
(x f y) . Let b # B . Let a#A be such that B|»b-ca. We haTe 
A(-» (V x < a ) ( 3 y ) ( 3 y < y ) 9 ' Cx,y). From th is and 3.0.2 we dedu-
ce that there i s a ceA such that k** (f x<m)(3j<®)(3j < 
-* iy)^(x f y) . The l a s t formula i s a A (A)~formu]s and,* conse-
quently, i t holds true in B. lhus f B N ( V I < a ) ( 3 y ) « j ( f , y ) , 
Now, B** (3 y) <f (b fy) follows immediately. Assume Al»{3x) 
( V y ) f (x,y)» Then there is a n a i A such that AN (V j)z$ ( a f y) . 
Let b i,B. Let a eA be such that Btp-»t><a, We haTe A |p (^y -< 
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< a ) c y ( l f y ) and consequent ly B|»( V y<~ a ) y ( a , y ) . Thus 
BEl»c5(I fb). The p r o p o s i t i o n (1) i s proved. (2) By induc -
t i o n ®n n . n * 0 : we suppose At-*U , BHU° f We have to p r o -
i t 6 
•ve t h a t A C . B. Let <y ( 1 ) « S i ^ U ) with f r ee v a r i a b l e s x on-
l y . We can suppose t h a t <g (1) i s of the form ( £ y ) f ( I , y ) 
wi th some f c T T ^ A ) . (By us ing 2 . 0 . 1 . ) Assume A** (V x)«y ( I ) . 
We s h a l l prove t h a t BN (V x ) ^ ( x ) . Let b c B . Let a c A be such 
t h a t B | » b < a . We have A ••( V x < a ) ( 3 y ) i f ( x f y ) . Tkiia, t h e r e 
i s a o i A s u c h t h a t A M V X < a) (3 y < c)ip» ( l , y ) (by us ing 
3 . 0 . 2 ) . We have (V x < a ) (3 y < c ) y e ^ ^ ( A ) (by us ing 2 . 0 . 1 ) , 
and, consequently B**( V x < a ) ( 3 y < c ) y ( x f y ) . We deduce from 
t h i s B | ^ ^ ( b ) . Assume BK ( V x)<y ( x ) . We s h a l l prove t h a t 
A M V I ) ^ ( x ) . L e t a e A . We have B K ( 3 y) nf ( i , y ) . We deduce 
A|» (3y) i ( f ( l , y ) from p a r t (1) of 3 . 0 . 1 . The case n « 0 i s 
proved* Assume t h a t (2) holds fo r an n . Let AtB?Un and 
BjwUd. We s h a l l prove t h a t A c n + 1 + 3 B impl ies BNtf
4*1 . F i r s t , 
we ob t a in B^rf1 from the i n d u c t i o n h y p o t h e s i s . I f <f £ Tt"n+^f 
then H(qp) e TT n +4» From t h i s (and by us ing the hypothesisr 
on AfB) we deduce t h a t B|»H( TTn + 1 )$ and, consequent ly , 
B | e U n + 1 . To f i n i s h the proof we must show: i f B |»U n + 1 then 
* c n * 4 B -
Let BI^U11 . We deduce from the induc t ion hypothes i s 
un+1 
t h a t A c R + 3 B. Let <y(x) e 2 j n+2^
 b e a formula wi th f ree 
v a r i a b l e s x on ly . We can suppose t h a t <y(x) i s of the form 
( 3 | ) f (x ,y) wi th some f €TT n + 2 (A) (by us ing 2 . 0 . 1 ) . We a re 
going t o prove t h a t A M ¥ x ) < y (x) i f f B M V x)«y ( x ) . Obr i -
ous ly , i f Bt» (V D 9 (x) then A f-»( V I ) <j? ( x ) . Assume t h a t 
Af« (V Dap ( i ) and l e t b € B . Let a € A be such t h a t B H b < a . 
We have A ( - ( V I < a ) ( 3 y ) f . Thus, A M I / x < a ) ( 3 y < e) f (x ,y) 
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holds with some ccA. (This follows from AjP*Un and the 
*|IL+1 
3.0.2.). From this and by using ( V x-e a) Qy<c) f€ TT ^+2**' 
we obtain BH(V x< a) (3 y< c)if . Consequently, B M b ) holds, 
The proof is finished. 
3.0.3. Corollary. Let Bt-tL and let A^U6*. Let B be a 
cofinal AQ~extension of A. Then k< B iff BhtJ
6*. 
3.1.0. We shall prove that the segment determined by 
an elementary submodel of a model of U4* is also an elemen-
tary submodel. 
Let C be a subset of the universe of the model ANL. We 
put 
C s -fa # A, there is a c € C such that a *4 c f , 
3#1.1. Lemma. Let AtsU0, B WU and let A c B. Then 
(2) A|»L (i.e. there is a substructure A of B with the 
(1) A i s a segment i n B, 
 t | 
un ive r se A)» 
(3) A c 0 i c 0 B, 
(4) X ^ U . 
Proof. (1) Let a - c i and b < a , b€ B. Ihen t h e r e i s an 
element c * A such t h a t B l»a< c£c T r ( c ) . Thus, Bi-?b<e and, con-
sequen t ly , A i s a segment in B. (2) We s h a l l prove tha t A i s 
c losed under each F t where F i s a func t ion of t he language 
L. Let F be an n -a ry func t ion of the language L and l e t c fc 
An 
*. A . Let a c A be such t h a t B ^ c " < a , For some b ^ A w e have ; 
A | s ( V 1 . < a ) ( P ( x ) < b ) (by us ing AVH( A Q ) ) . Thus, 
B t=*(V 5 - < a ) ( F ( I ) - c b ) and so Bt-F(c)«< b . Consequently, A i s 
c losed under F B . (3) We s h a l l Drove t ha t A cQ t c Q B# Let 
ca (x) be an L(A)-formuTa with only f ree va r i ab l e x and with 
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the following property; 
(if) 1\R cy(a) i f f BH cj»(a) hoMs for each a e S . 
Let c € A. Then th*(S x « r c ) y (x) i f f B ^ ( 3 x < c ) ^ ( x ) , 
Proof. Suppose B M 3 x«< c) cf (x). Then there is a beB 
such that BN-b-s-e &<3p(b). We have b€A (by using (1)) and 
consequently At»b«<eJk<y(b). Thus Al»(3x<c)y (x) holds. 
Now, we have AcB (by using (2)). Thus, (?(c ) holds for 
each atomic L(A)-formula. We deduce from the facts above that 
A c B. We suppose A c. B and, consequently the statement (3) 
holds. (4) follows easily from (1) - (3). 
3.1.2. The or en. Let A^U^and let B(*L, 
If k< B then t*-L and A-cA<B. 
Proof. Assume A<B. If A -= B then the statement holds. 
Suppose A#B. Then A cQ 1 cQB follows from 3.1.1. We shall 
prove A<B by induction on the complexity of formulas. Only 
the tollowing induction step is not easy: 
Let <y(x,y)6L be a formula with the free variables x,y 
only such that for each a*£, bel^&¥i <f(Efb) iff Bh-9(a,b). 
Then for each act we have &*« (3y)<y dty) ifjE* 
H M S y ) ^ (l,y). 
Let a«£« Obviously, if 4IF(3 y)% (S,y) then 
BM3y)<f(a,y). Assume B*(3 y) f (a,y). Let y(x,y) »e the 
formula 9(x,y) v (V z) ~t <p (x,z). We have (V x)(3y)9 (3cyy). 
Let aeA be such that Bf=i<a. From A|»U and 3.0.2 we dedu-
ce that 
AH(Vx<a)(ay)|(I»y)-^ (3 v)( V x<u) (Jy< v) <p U,y). 
Thus, the re i s a cfeA such t h a t A t~(V I < a ) ( 3 y < c ) y ( x , y ) . 
We ob ta in B^»(V x< a ) ( 3 y < e ) ^ (x ,y ) by us ing A < B . Conse-
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quently, B1F(3 7* e)<j?Ca,y). Let bcB be sueh that B**b<e & 
& Cp(afb). We have b€A. By using the induction hypothesis 
we obtain A ¥* <f(a,b) and, consequently, A|»(3y)^(a,y), The 
induction step in question is proved. Now, we have A<B. A<A 
results from this and A*< B immediately. 
3.1.3. Proposition. Let AJ^U . Then A has a cofinal 
elementary extension iff A has a proper elementally extension 
which is not an end-extension of A. 
Proof. Let B be a proper elementary extension of A which 
is not an end-extension. By using 3.1.1 we obtain that the 
model in question is the A. 
3.2.0. Throughout this paragraph we shall work with m 
countable language L (containing a binary predicate < ) and 
with structures with the absolute equality only. 
We shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of a cofinal elementary extension of the medels 
of the theory U(L). 
Let ANL and let a&A, We put a = ibe A,tAf-* to<ai. 
3.2.1. Proposition. Let AHU. The model A has a ^-ex-
tension which is not an end-extension iff there is an ae A 
such that a is infinite. 
Proof. Assume that S is finite for each aeA* Let B be 
a A -extension of A. Let s€.A and let b€B be sueli that o T 
BHb<a. Then B(-«(3x<.a)(x = x) and consequently Ai«(3x< 
< a)(x = x). Thus, a%0. We have Ai» (y s<a) A -C s = e| ec af. 
We deduce BtF-(Vs5<a)Alis = c;cea| and, consequently, 
Bt--b » c for some ecS. The model B is and end-extension ef A. 
Assume that there exists an aiA such that a is infinite. 
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Lit p(x) * fx+ef e«tfu{x<al. Then p(x) is a set of 
L(S u 4aJ)-formulaa which is consistent with the theoiry of 
(Afy)yggui*!* Than there is an elementary extension Bf A-<Bf 
ŝ ich that p(x) is realised in {Bty^y^gy^f• Suppose b#B re-
alizes p(x) in (Bfy) &»»£*%• *
e have Btvb^a* Assume be A. 
Then Atsb-ca and, consequently, AK b = e for some eea, which 
is a contradiction. The proof is finished. 
3*2#2. Theorem. Let A be a model of U6*. Then A has a 
cof inal elementary extension iff then there exists an a€ A 
such that a is infinite. 
3.2.3. Corollary. Let A be a countable model of U^and 
let a€A be such that a is infinite. Then there exists an ele-
mentary end-extension «f A and there exists a cof inal elemen-
tary extension of A. 
Proof. The existence of a cofinal elementary extension 
follows from the previous theorem and the existence of an 
elementary end-extension follows from the theorem 2.4 in £3J. 
3.3.0. Let L be a language containing a binary predica-
te <• Let T be a theory in L and let T be stronger than U**(L). 
Writing T instead of U^ in the theorems 3.0.0f 3.1.2 and in 
the corollary 3.0.3 we obtain valid proposition. 
Moreover, let L be countable. Restricting ourselves to 
models with the absolute equality we obtain true assertions 
writing T instead of U**in 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. 
3.4.0. We shall present an important extension of U. 
Let L be a language containing the binary predicate -c 
and the constant 0. We denote by S (more precisely by S(L)) 
the following theory in L: 
«& is an antisymmetric linear ordering with the least 
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element 0 and without the l a s t element, sat isfying 
moreover x+O «—f ( 3 y < x)(¥ *<x)(«-c yv «» y)« 
Obviously, S(L) i s stronger than UCL). He define S11 
ani S** similarly as if1 and U ^ C i . e . S11 a SuHdT^) and S1*1 » 
* SuH(Fm)). 
Let y be an L-formula and l e t x have a free occur-
rence in if . We denote by MinC^p(x)) the general closure of 
the formula 
CJx)y Cx)-» (3x)C^Cx)li (Vy<xHf>(y ) ) . 
Writing Min(^p ) we mean Min(^p(x)) with some x having a free 
occurrence in 9 * 
In £33 we proved 
( A ) SyMin(fm)sS^uMin(4 0 ) 
Obviously, U ^ ( L ) < S ^ ( L ) . 
Thus, for the theories from (A ) we can obtain the results 
indicated in 3.3.0. 
§ 4. Special extension of the theory U. We shall pre-
sent the language L and the theory T in L stronger than V(L) 
with the following property: if kf*Tf BNU and B is a cofi-
nal 40-extehsion of A then B is an elementary extension of 
A. 
4.0.0. We say that the formula i$(x,yf-5) of the lan-
guage L with exacts three free variables x,y9z is a univer-
sal % -selector in the theory T in Lf iff 
(a) *$* is a i-i-formula of the language L, 
Cb) T*-C¥xfy)Ca le)#C3c,yfz)f 
Cc) for each formula <f of the Language L, 
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THg.e.C(¥x-sm)(3 y)f (xfy)-» (3t)(Vx<uJ(Vz)(#(w,x,z)4 
--> <y(xfz)) 
(where ufw do not occur in Of t<& ). 
IMie theory T in L has a universal 2?-selector if there exists 
a universal 2; -selector in T. 
4.0.1. Let L be a language containing a biaary predi-
cate <*L and a constant IT for each n e <& * 
We denote by V the schema 
( Vx)(x<n-fx = 0 v... v x - n - 1); n « a*. 
4.0.2. Proposition. Let T be a theory in L and let # 
be a universal 2-selector in T. 
(1) Let T contain the schema V . Then, for each nt 
Tt~(v/xAf....xTJ(Jw)#A #(w,i,x.). 
(2) Let T be stronger than U°(L). Then T is stronger 
than U*(L). 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from (c) in 4.0.0 with 
Gf(x,y)«,A (x = i&y = x. ) by using the schema V • 
4*9> 41** «** 
(2) Let 3f(x,y) be a formula. We have 
THg.c.UY x-fu)C3y)yCxfy)-^(3w)CVx<u)(Vz)C^(w,xfz)-# 
-*«y(x,2;)). 
In [33 we proved that U° is equivalent to U u H ( ^ ) . Ihus 
Tr-(Vw)(Vx<u)(Jz)#(wfX,z)-^(Jv)(Vx<u)(Ji<T)i>(w, 
xfz)). 
From this we deduce that 
Tj-g.c.CC Vx-«u)CJ y)^Cxfy)-%(Jw)(V x<u) (3 y< w)y (x,y)). 
4.0.3. Corollary. Let T be a theory in L stronger than 
!J°(L)u Min( £kQ) and let T have a universal .S -selector. Then 
: is stronger than UCL) UMin(Ra). 
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Proof* In 133 we proved that U^(L) uMin( A 0) ia stron-
ger than U(L)u Min(Fto). From 4.0.1, (2) we deduce that T ia 
stronger than U^(L)u MinC AQ) and, consequently, f is stron-
ger than U(L)u Min(lk). 
4.0,4. fheorem. Let T be a theory in L stronger than 
U°(L)U V and let T have a universal J?-seleetor. Let Ai*Tt 
Bt»U and let B be a eofinal extension of A. fhen the state-
ments are equivalent; 
(1) B is a A0-extension of A, 
(2) B is an elementary extension of A. 
Proof • Let <fr be a universal ̂ -selector in f • % using 
3.0.1 we obtain A c 2 B» From this we deduce 
BMVx f t f... f:0<3 v) A ^ ( v , ! ^ ) 
for each n * o> # 
We obtain also B M Vx fy)( 3 l z ) # ( x , y f z ) . 
We denote by L the language Lw4Fff where F i s a new 
binary function symbol. Let IT be the following theory in L : 
®uCCVx fy)(J i z ) # ( x f y f z ) } u * F ( x f y ) « z « # ( x f y f z ) j ^ 
u t ( V x o f . . . f x A ) ( 3 v ^ A ^ ( V f l f X i ) ; n e ^>J. 
We have AM**, B*UF . 
Let < f ( F ( x l f y 1 ) f • . . f x l f y l f . . . f u ) be a formula of the 
F language L • Then 
U f | - Gf ( F ( x l f y 1 ) , . . . , x l f y l f . . . , 1 ) 2 (V » l f . . . ) ( i * ( x l f y l f %1)fl 
6c • • • «-> ^ • ( z l f . . . f x 1 > y l f • • • , ! ) ) . 
Conaequently f for each n £ l f each TT^-formula of the langua-
ge L i s equivalent in U to a Wn~formula of the language L. 
F We deduce from thia that A Cg B for the language L • Assume 
F A C n B for the language L with some nfc2# We shal l Drove 
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A c n + 1 1 for the language L • Let ym ^n+l^
A' toe a ®«rri«*c* 
of the language lF(k). We may suppose that ff has the form 
(Vx)(J y)y(x,y)f where y(x,y) is a TT^^formula of the 
p 
language L (A) with exactor two free variables xfy. This fol-
p 
lows from the fact that U enables to contract quantifiers, 
i.e. if Q is V or J then w h (QxQf ..•fxn)y (xQf... fxn) 9 
»(Qx)^p(P(xfO)f ...fP(xfi)) holds for all n and all Lr-formu-
la Cf • To finish the proof we must show that 
AM¥x)(3y)<y implies B|»(f
/ x)(J y)«y . 
Assume A M ¥ x ) ( . l y)«p(x,y). Let a€ A. Then A|r(Vx-<a)(Jy)^ < 
Thus, there is an element ccA such that A^»(|fxcft)^(xl 
P(c,x)) holds. The last formula is a TTn-sentence of the lan-
P 
guage L (A) and, consequently, holds in B. We deduce 
B*»(V x)(3y)^ from the fact that A is cofinal in B. 
4.0.5. Corollary. Let T be as in 4.0.4. Let Al»Tf Bt»U 
and let A c B. Then the structure A is an elementary exten-
sion of A. 
4.1.0. Let L be the language of the Zermelo~Praenkel 
set theory ZP (Peano arithmetic P resp.). We have that ZF is 
stronger than U**(L) (P is stronger than S**(L) resp.). Thus, 
by using 3.3.0 we can immediately deduce the variant of the 
results presented for the theory ZP (P resp.). For example; 
Let A, B be models of £F (P resp.) and let B be a cofinal 4Q-
extension of A. Hien A<B. 
4.1.1. The following facts are well-known; 
(1) the theory P can be viewed as the extension of S°u V and 
P has a universal 22 -selector, 
(2) each extension of a model of Pf which is a model of P, 
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i s a A0-extension» 
Thus, from th is and by using 4.0.4 we can deduce the 
following known proposition (see also ClJ) : 
Let AJsP, filfeS and l e t B be a cofinal extension of A. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
CD A c 0 B 
(2) A-<B 
(3) BHP. 
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